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Security Council Subcommittee  

Resolution 1643 on Global Liberation Army (GLA) 

Report to Security Council: Progress Report (SIT REP) on GLA Activities 

Distribution classified 

Location: Kavir Desert, Iran. 

The GLA troops, which had escaped from Baikonur before the United States attacked 

the Cosmodrome, spread throughout the Middle East. US military bases dating from 

the first Gulf War, 43 years ago, were recovered by local governments after the 

mysterious disappearance of American equipment and soldiers. US forces, though 

equipped with NBC level 4 combinations, were reportedly the first victims of the new 

GLA biological weapon, the Delta-Anthrax. 

Experts are concerned about this new version, classified by the CDC as the first level 

5 pathogen. This strain, which may have been developed by Dr Thrax, would have 

been obtained through genetic manipulation of the pertussis bacillus and tuberculosis 

to transform anthrax into a highly contagious disease. The alarming CIA reports are 

all converging towards an intercontinental missile launch base that would be equipped 

with Delta-Anthrax heads. The GLA reportedly bought Soviet military technology 

developed during the Cold War on the black market. Indeed, Russia never recovered 

from the exhaustion of its oil resources in 2026 and made the sale of clandestine 

weapons the main engine of its ecoNamey in full implosion. Chinese intelligence has 

retrieved sensitive information on the GLA’s internet servers. Although the Chinese 

hackers could not hack the encryption, a series of recurrent data ‘34 ° 28 ‘36 N / 

54 ° 21’ 43 E ‘ in the files strangely resembles the coordinates of the great Iranian 

desert, Kavir. China suspects the desert to shelter an underground base buried under 

the sand. 

The Iranian government, in the rotating presidency of the Middle East Consortium 

(MEC), currently controls 70% of the reserves and 80% of the world’s oil production. 

The new president, Koreichi, who has just been elected head of the Democratic 

Republic of Iran, warned the United States against any interference or military 

intervention on its land, threatening to stop the export of oil. Koreichi, who denies 

any relationship with the GLA, is part of a blacklist set up by the CIA of secret 

sympathizers and affiliates of the GLA. The list would include thousands of names 

of politicians, military and Middle Eastern leaders, including General Badruddin. We 

have very little information about this former Commander-in-Chief of the Iraqi army 

who suddenly disappeared without leaving any traces. According to sources close to 

the CIA, he was recruited by the head of the GLA in person to lead a new cell called 

«Black Widow». 

If the CIA’s information proves to be accurate, the GLA is more than ever a threat to 

the future of the free world. No one can imagine the magnitude of his response in the 

event of military intervention. 

The subcommittee recommends that the Security Council keep the door open to 

discussions with the GLA, in order to find a vaccine against the Delta Anthrax and 

infiltrate the organization to discover the hierarchy of this mysterious organization.
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General Franklin Williams
Tomahawk General USA

General Williams won the respect and the 
admiration of the entire world during his 
decisive victory in the Baikonur crisis.
The GLA, caught between a rain of Tomahawk 
missiles and the armored divisions, had no 
choice but to escape before the arrival of the 
Chinese reinforcements.
The GLA was caught short when this brilliant 
strategist bypassed the land defenses and 
destroyed the cosmodrome with the new 
state-of-the-art Tomanche helicopters.
Ever since he declared in the television 
press «empathize» with the sufferings of his 
enemies, he is nicknamed «the empathic» by 
his peers. Williams is a proponent of the war 

of attrition, preferring to weaken his enemies at a distance before sending his 
troops to finish them.

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Tomahawk 
Storm

This SuperWeapon is the most devastating 
of all

Tomahawk 
Firebase

This firebase is equipped with Tomahawk 
missiles.

AntiTank 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
tanks

Advanced 
AntiTank 
Turret

This defense building is equipped with a 
double anti-tank gun

AntiInfantry 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
infantry

AntiAir 
Turret

AntiAir Turret
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Units
Icon Name Description

Tomanche This latest-generation helicopter is equipped 
with 4 Tomahawk missiles

Empathy This very long range weapon is equipped 
with missiles with MOAB heads

Mammouth 
Tank

This tank is the most imposing tank of the 
whole American army. It can be upgraded 
with two Tomahawk missiles.

Advanced 
Paladin

This new Generation Paladin tank is equip-
ped with two cannons

Advanced 
Crusader

This new Generation Paladin tank is equip-
ped with two cannons

Osprey This unusual air vehicle is capable of carrying 
up to twelve units at the same time

King 
Tomahawk

This new generation Tomahawk is equipped 
with 2 missiles Tomahawk

Tomenger This unusual anti-aircraft is capable of shoo-
ting down any target of a single air-to-air 
missile

Pilot The pilot can now be trained at the barracks

Delta Force 
Marine

The American Special Forces are elite 
soldiers over-trained, over-armed and over-
equipped.
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Upgrades
Icon Name Description

Armored 
Supply Drop 
Zone

Armored Supply Drop Zone

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Delta Forces 
Paradrop

Now the US military parachutes special 
forces instead of rangers.

Pilots Para-
drop

Permet de parachuter des Pilots près de la 
ligne du front

Tomahawk 
Strike

Allows to fire a group of Tomahawk missiles 
on the target.

Drones 
Paradrop

Allows 4 sentinel drones to be parachuted 
anywhere on the map.

Army Modifications
• The construction of strategy centers is no longer limited. 
• It is now possible to get the pilots up in the comanches and tomanches. 
• The avenger is cheaper and can be built without tactical command. 
• Flash grenades, bunkers, sentinel drone, Hellfire missiles, Microwave tank, 

Colonel Burton, propaganda dropping and parachuting of soldiers have 
been improved.  
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General  Malcolm «Ace» Granger
Air Force General USA

General Granger plays a crucial role in the 
Middle East crisis on the horizon. 

It is not by chance that the Americans 
suspect Kavir of housing an underground 
military base. 

Indeed, this marshy desert, with a daily 
thermal amplitude of 60°C, is surrounded 
by three mountainous chains. 

The United States cannot envisage a 
ground attack on such a difficult terrain, 
they would be an easy prey for the GLA. 

US aviation, out of reach of biological 
weapons, is a strategic option of choice. 

Granger is running a top secret military program titled «Desert Storm» 
designed to mobilize thousands of stealth bombers equipped with 
sufficient loads to scratch from the map 50,000 Km² in 24 hours at 20 meters 
underground depth. 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

8-Way 
Airfield

This airport can accommodate up to 8 
stealth planes at the stop

2-Way 
Airfield

This airport can accommodate 2 stealth B3 
bombers at the stop

AntiTank 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
tanks

Advanced 
AntiTank 
Turret

This defense building is equipped with a 
double anti-tank gun

AntiInfantry 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
infantry
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AntiAir 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
aircrafts

Units
Icon Name Description

Night 
Shadow

This stealth fighter is the most advanced 
fighter in the US Army. Heavily armed and 
very fast, it is a threat to enemy anti-aircraft 
defense.

B3 
Bombardier

This heavily armored bomber drops on its 
target a massive aerodendomic bomb

Propalyser This aircraft allows propaganda to be 
dumped over enemy troops, thus paralyzing 
these units temporarily

Advanced 
Combat 
Chinook

Le chinook de combat est maintenant 
équipé d’une mitrailleuse et de missiles tow

Osprey This unusual air vehicle is capable of carrying 
up to twelve units at the same time

Pilot The pilot can now be trained at the barracks

Delta Force 
Marine

The American Special Forces are elite 
soldiers over-trained, over-armed and over-
equipped.

Joint Strike 
Fighter

Lighter than the King Raptor but also less 
expensive, the JSF is equipped with 4 effec-
tive missiles against the targets land and air

Predator 
Drone

It is now possible to build the drone preda-
tor at the airport.
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Upgrades
Icon Name Description

Impulse 
Engines

This upgrade available in the new 8-lane 
airport increases the speed of King Raptors 
and Stealth Hunters by 50%

Advanced 
Stealth 
Fighter

This upgrade available in the new 8-lane 
airport equips all stealth fighters with 4 
missiles instead of 2

Mode Two In front of a group of units, the raptor who 
switches to Mode Two drops his missiles 
one by one before returning to the base to 
refuel

Armored 
Supply Drop 
Zone

Strengthens the resistance of the Supply 
Drop Zones

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Heavy bom-
bing

This new power of General drowns the 
enemy concentrations under a carpet of 
bombs

Delta Forces 
Paradrop

Now the US military parachutes special 
forces instead of rangers.

Drones 
Paradrop

Allows 4 sentinel drones to be parachuted 
anywhere on the map.

Army Modifications
• The construction of strategy centers is no longer limited. 
• All air units begin at the veteran stage. 
• Upgrades Air countermeasures, laser missiles, rocket pods and bunkers are initially 

acquired. 
• New design for Aurora bombers and stealth fighters. 
• The King Raptor and the Stealth Hunter now detect the stealth units. 
• All planes are stealthy at airfield. 
• It is now possible to raise the pilots in the comanches. 
• The avenger is cheaper and can be built without tactical command. 
• Particle cannons, flash grenades, bunkers, sentinel drone, Hellfire missiles, 
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Microwave tank, Colonel Burton, propaganda dropping and parachuting of 
soldiers have been improved.
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General Alexis Alexander
Super Weapons General USA

Alexander does not like to get bogged 
down in direct conflicts on equal terms 
with uncertain issues. 

This 4-star General of the US Navy has 
developed new defense technologies 
based on electromagnetic pulses and on 
particle beams. 

Its new helicopters, equipped with EMP 
missiles, now allow her to defend higher in 
the early phases of a conflict.

Alexander pushes to the extreme the US 
war philosophy of using technological 

superiority to counter enemy attacks before finishing the enemy with 
unstoppable weapons. 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

ICBM This building allows the launching of an 
intercontinental ballistic missile

Particle 
Firebase

Particle Firebase

AntiTank 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
tanks

Advanced 
AntiTank 
Turret

This defense building is equipped with a 
double anti-tank gun

AntiInfantry 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
infantry

EMP Turret This defense building is equipped with EMP 
rockettes
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Units
Icon Name Description

EMP 
Avenger

This avenger is equipped with EMP rockets

Osprey This unusual air vehicle is capable of carrying 
up to twelve units at the same time

Pilot The pilot can now be trained at the barracks

Delta Force 
Marine

The American Special Forces are elite 
soldiers over-trained, over-armed and over-
equipped.

Upgrades
Icon Name Description

Mode Two In front of a group of units, the raptor who 
switches to Mode Two drops his missiles 
one by one before returning to the base to 
refuel

Armored 
Supply Drop 
Zone

Strengthens the resistance of the Supply 
Drop Zones

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Heavy bom-
bing

This new power of General drowns the 
enemy concentrations under a carpet of 
bombs

Delta Forces 
Paradrop

Now the US military parachutes special 
forces instead of rangers.

Drones 
Paradrop

Allows 4 sentinel drones to be parachuted 
anywhere on the map.
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Army Modifications
• The construction of strategy centers is no longer limited. 

• The Comanche is more resistant and is equipped with IEM missiles. 

• The Raptor and the Stealth Hunter are equipped with IEM missiles. 

• It is now possible to raise the pilots in the comanches. 

• New design for Aurora bombers. 

• The avenger is cheaper and can be built without tactical command. 

• Particle cannons, flash grenades, bunkers, sentinel drone, Hellfire missiles, Microwave 

tank, Colonel Burton, propaganda dropping and parachuting of soldiers have been 

improved.
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General «Pinpoint» Townes
Lasers General USA

The first-generation laser Crusader proved 
to be a slow, vulnerable and imperfect 
tank. 

Townes, thanks to its relations in the high 
sphere of the American power, was able 
to finance and to carry out the ultra-secret 
program «Palaser». 

This laser version of the Paladin tank 
is equipped with lasers versatile and 
formidable at the same time. 

The Palaser’s invulnerability to aviation, 
rockets and infantry, coupled with its 

devastating anti-tank laser, makes it a rare weapon. 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Laser Turret This defense building is effective against 
tanks and infantry

AntiInfantry 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
infantry

AntiAir 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
aircrafts

Units
Icon Name Description

Mammouth
Laser

The Mammoth Laser tank is a Mastodon 
capable of carrying out formidable assaults 
on the front. It can be upgraded with a 
microwave turret.

Laser 
Paladin

The Palaser is the most versatile tank in the 
world. In addition to its AntiChar Laser, it 
is equipped with effective lasers against 
infantry, missiles and rockets.
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Laser 
Microwave 
Tank

This Laser version of the Char Microondes is 
faster and more powerful.

Lasenger The new generation of avengers lasers is 
equipped with blue lasers very effective 
against aviation

Osprey This unusual air vehicle is capable of carrying 
up to twelve units at the same time

Covenger The Covenger is a versatile helicopter 
capable of attacking both land and air 
targets

Pilot The pilot can now be trained at the barracks

Delta Force 
Marine

The American Special Forces are elite 
soldiers over-trained, over-armed and over-
equipped.

Upgrades
Icon Name Description

Blue Laser Blue Laser

Armored 
Supply Drop 
Zone

Strengthens the resistance of the Supply 
Drop Zones

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Laser Strike This new special power directs a devastating 
laser beam by satellite on the target zone
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Delta Forces 
Paradrop

Now the US military parachutes special 
forces instead of rangers.

Pilots Para-
drop

Allows parachute pilots near the front line

Drones 
Paradrop

Allows 4 sentinel drones to be parachuted 
anywhere on the map.

Army Modifications
• The construction of strategy centers is no longer limited. 
• The Upgrades Composite Shield, Advanced Training, Supply Lines and 

Laser Missiles are initially acquired. 
• The Crusader Laser tank has been improved. 
• It is now possible to raise the pilots in the comanches. 
• Flash grenades, bunkers, sentinel drone, Hellfire missiles, Microwave 

tank, Colonel Burton, propaganda dropping and parachuting of 
soldiers have been improved.  
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General Leiong «Tigress» Leang
Napalm General China

With an inflexible and determined 
temperament, General Leang, climbed the 
ranks of the military hierarchy one after 
the other thanks to her sense of perfection 
and her will power. 

This adept of the military strategies of Sun 
Tzu (544-496 BC) never sleeps without her 
book ‘the art of war’ at her bedside.

The tigress, passionate about fire from a 
very young age, almost burned her own 
house when she was only a six-year-old 
girl. 

Leang, born under the sign of the dragon, 
equipped her tanks, her soldiers, her defenses, her helicopters and her 
bombardiers with formidable incendiary weapons. 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Dragon 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
tanks and infantry

CME Turret This defense building is capable of tempora-
rily disabling enemy vehicles

Gattling 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
aircrafts et l’infanterie

Hack Center This center can accommodate 3 hackers

Satellite 
Center

Allows to generate money thanks to satellite 
hack
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Units
Icon Name Description

Mig 36 This supersonic bomber is equipped with an 
incendiary bomb in Napalm

Flame 
Master

Initially equipped with lance flames, the 
Master of Flames may be having many 
improvements

Phoenix Heavily armed, fast and equipped with a 
long range, the Phoenix is able to drown the 
enemy under a deluge of Napalm

Red Dragon This new generation of dragon tanks is 
much more powerful than the previous one

Flame 
Overlord

This new version of the Overlord tank is 
equipped with a flame thrower

Heavy CME 
Tank

This enhanced version of the CME tank 
is capable of disabling two vehicles at 
the same time, to disrupt the rockets 
and missiles. It is also equipped with a 
propaganda tower

MLRS This devastating siege weapon is capable of 
decimating entire armies

Red Inferno 
Cannon

This improved version of the Napacanon is 
equipped with a triple barrel

Shark This new helicopter of the Chinese army is a 
rapid and effective intervention unit

Flame 
Thrower

This red guard is equipped with a flame-
proof combination and a Flamethrower

ARS This lightweight vehicle is equipped with an 
anti-aircraft rocket system (ARS) effective 
against aerial targets
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Hackvan This van is initially supplied with 3 
immediately active hackers

Upgrades
Icon Name Description

Red Napalm Shark helicopter missiles are equipped with 
Napalm Red heads

Napalm 
Cannon

The tank cannon is equipped with Napalm 
shells

Flame 
Thrower

This upgrade is available for the Overlord

CME This new upgrade for Emperor and Combat 
Helix allows them to temporarily deactivate 
enemy units

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Napalm 
Carpet 
Bombing

This special power drowns the enemy in a 
deluge of fire

High 
Frequency 
EMP

Drops a giant EMP bomb on target

Army Modifications
• The Black Napalm Upgrade is initially gained. 
• Improved Armor Aircraft makes the Migs and Helix even more 

resistant. 
• Gattling upgrades for Emperor and Helix tanks cheaper 
• Upgrade Satellite Hack 2, the flame of the Dragon tank, the CME tank, 

the Gattling turrets have been improved. 
• Special Power Infantry Training affects tank hunters and flamethrowers 

soldiers. 
• Frenzy deals 10% Damage and 20% Frequency for 30 seconds, Grade 
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2 20% Damage and 40% Frequency for 60 seconds and Grade 3 30% 
Damage and 60% Frequency for 120 seconds. 
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General «Anvil» Shin Fai
Infantry General China

With a new training and selection program 
for the best soldiers, General Fai created a 
new heroic division of outstanding soldiers 
with increased skills and tenfold strength. 

Anvil likes to take back his enemies by 
parachuting his troops in the middle of 
enemy bases and thus strike his opponent 
where he least expects it. 

Fai has spent the past decade improving its 
air logistics for the air transport of soldiers 
and their routing to target areas. 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

AntiTank 
Bunker

General Fai can now build fortified Bunkers 
initially equipped with 4 tank killers

AntiInfantry 
Bunker

General Fai can now build fortified Bunkers 
initially equipped with 4 mini gunners

Gattling 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
aircrafts et l’infanterie

Units
Icon Name Description

Heavy 
Assault 
Crawler

Heavy Assault Crawler

Stealth 
Hackvan

This stealth van is initially supplied with 3 
immediately active hackers
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Special Powers
Icon Name Description

War Heroes War Heroes

Tank 
Hunters 
Paradrop

This Special Power allows to parachute 8 
Tank Hunters anywhere on the map

Techno 
Strike

This new special power allows to parachute 
Super Lotus and 7 Hackers anywhere on the 
map. Hackers are now able to deactivate 
buildings, vehicles and steal funds from 
refueling depots

Army Modifications
• The training limit of Super Lotus is now increased to two outside 

parachuting. 
• The power of General Infantry Training affects tank killers, machine 

gunners and hackers. 
• Improved Armor Aircraft makes the Migs and Helix even more 

resistant. 
• Upgrade Satellite Hack 2, Dragon Tank Flame, CME tank, Nuke Cannon, 

Listening Outposts, Assault Crawlers and Gattling turrets have been 
improved. 

• Hackers can now steal funds from supply depots. 
• Frenzy deals 10% Damage and 20% Frequency for 30 seconds, Grade 

2 20% Damage and 40% Frequency for 60 seconds and Grade 3 30% 
Damage and 60% Frequency for 120 seconds. 
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General Tsing Shi Tao
Nuke General China

General Tao is the instigator of the 
«Lucifer» program whose first prototypes 
appeared in 2029. 

Lucifer, the most terrifying and most 
formidable weapon known to date, is the 
centerpiece of an arsenal based on nuclear 
technology. 

Indeed, Tao has developed new bomber 
fighters of unparalleled power and 
has equipped its defenses, tanks and 
helicopters with tactical atomic charges 
known under the sweet name of «ATRS».

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Nuclear 
Storm

Launches a burst of missiles with nuclear 
warheads.

ATRS Turret This defense building is equipped with an 
ATRS

Gattling 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
aircrafts et l’infanterie

Hack Center This center can accommodate 3 hackers

Satellite 
Center

Allows to generate money thanks to satellite 
hack
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Units
Icon Name Description

Mig 25 This defense building is equipped with an 
ATRS

Lucifer Endowed with an extraordinary range, Luci-
fer is able to decimate whole armies with his 
double barrel before being even seen. This 
new generation of Nuke Cannon is faster, 
better armored and can be equipped with 
Emperor tank upgrades

Noctifer Twice as cheap, this bridled version of 
Lucifer is equally formidable and easier to 
deploy on the front.

Helix 
Atomique

This improved version of the Helix is initially 
equipped with 4 ATRS missiles

VRS This improved version of the Helix is initially 
equipped with 4 ATRS missiles

Shark This new helicopter of the Chinese army is a 
rapid and effective intervention unit

Hackvan This van is initially supplied with 3 immedia-
tely active hackers

Upgrades
Icon Name Description

ATRS The Anti Rocks Rocket System upgrade 
can be grafted onto the Overlord tanks 
and the Helix. The ATRS can be equipped 
with tactical atomic charges thanks to the 
improved Tactical Atomic Bombs available at 
the Silo of Nuclear Missiles.
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Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Nuke Bomb Drops an atomic bomb on target

Neutron 
Mines

This new Special Power allows to drop a 
field of neutron mines

Neutron 
Bomb

This new special power allows you to drop a 
Neutron bomb on enemy troops anywhere 
on the map

Army Modifications
• Nuke Cannon is faster, has better range and is better shielded. 
• The Migs are more powerful, stronger and better armed than ever. 
• The Gattling upgrade for the Emperor and Helix tanks is cheaper. 
• Upgrade Satellite Hack 2, the flame of the Dragon tank, the CME tank, 

the Gattling turrets have been improved. 
• Special Power Infantry Training affects tank hunters. 
• Frenzy deals 10% Damage and 20% Frequency for 30 seconds, Grade 

2 20% Damage and 40% Frequency for 60 seconds and Grade 3 30% 
Damage and 60% Frequency for 120 seconds. 
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General Ta Hun Kwai
Tank General China

The Emperor tank, which was until then 
the most imposing tank in history, was not 
powerful enough to the taste of General 
Kwai. 

He is now burning the urge to test in 
real conditions his latest tank from the 
«Tyrant» program. 

The tank Tyrant, gifted with an 
unimaginable power, would have no 
difficulty to overthrow a dozen scorpion 
tanks that would end up on its way. 

Kwai has expanded its divisions with a 
formidable new generation of battle masters and gattlings of unmatched 
speed and power. 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Sniper 
Turret

Sniper Turret

Gattling 
Turret

This defense building is effective against 
aircrafts et l’infanterie

Hack Center This center can accommodate 3 hackers

Satellite 
Center

Allows to generate money thanks to satellite 
hack
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Units
Icon Name Description

Tyrant Tank Tyran Tank is twice as strong as a Despot 
Tank. It is equipped with four guns, two of 
which are short and long range. It is also 
initially equipped with a gattling and an 
improved propaganda tower.

Advanced 
Battle 
Master

This double-barreled Warfare Master is 
equipped with a new generation of automa-
tic charger, which allows it to deliver 4 shells 
simultaneously before recharging.

Combat 
Helix

The combat helix is equipped with four 
guns, a propaganda tower and an ECM 
turret.

Advanced 
Gattling 
Tank

This new generation of Gattling Chars is 
equipped with two Gattling guns

Minotaur Minotaur

Hackvan This van is initially supplied with 3 immedia-
tely active hackers

Upgrades
Icon Name Description

Sniper 
Cannon

This new upgrade for the Emperor is a very 
powerful long-range cannon.

Flame 
Thrower

This upgrade is available for the Overlord

CME This new upgrade for Emperor and Combat 
Helix allows them to temporarily deactivate 
enemy units
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Cost 
reduction

Reduces vehicle production costs by 30%

Tyrant 
Improved 
Engines

Increases the speed of tyran tanks

Army Modifications
• Special Power Tank Paradrop now delivers 2 Advanced Battle Masters 

at level 1, 2 Emperors at Level 2 and 2 Tyrants at Level 3 in more than 2 
Advanced Warriors at level 3. 

• The Emperor Tanks are faster. 
• The Gattling upgrade for the Emperor and Helix tanks is cheaper. 
• Upgrade Satellite Hack 2, the flame of the Dragon tank, the CME tank, 

the Gattling turrets have been improved. 
• Special Power Infantry Training affects tank hunters. 
• Frenzy deals 10% Damage and 20% Frequency for 30 seconds, Grade 

2 20% Damage and 40% Frequency for 60 seconds and Grade 3 30% 
Damage and 60% Frequency for 120 seconds. 
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General Badruddin
Assault General GLA

When he was commander of the Iraqi 
Army, General Badruddin headed the 
«Cobra» program, co-developed between 
Iraq and Iran. 

This great fana of the flash wars marked 
the history of his imprint when it 
annihilated the Turkish army during the 
war of Kurdistan in 2030. 

This unsurpassed strategist took the Turkish 
backhand thanks to his underground 
tunnel networks before walking in a few 
days on Ankara with his formidable Cobra 
tanks. 

After having inflicted Turkey the worst humiliation in its history, he finally 
withdrew under international pressure before disappearing abruptly into 
nature. He would have joined the GLA to lead a program called «Black 
Widow.» 

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Quad Stin-
ger Site

Stinger Site equipped with a Quad Type gun 
effective against aviation and infantry

AntiTank 
Stinger Site

Stinger Site equipped with an Anti-tank gun

Artillery 
Stinger Site

Site Stinger equipped with an artillery 
cannon
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Units
Icon Name Description

Cobra Tank This tank perfectly adapted to the lightning 
attacks symbolizes the pride of the GLA. 
The Cobra is as fast as a Scorpion Chariot, 
as resistant as an Overlord Tank and more 
sneaky than a buggy. In addition to its 
double barrel, it is equipped with a rocket 
batteries long range.

Black 
Widow

The Black Widow is the latest invention of 
the GLA research centers. Equipped with 
3 long range and highly explosive Scuds 
missiles, it is faster and 3 times better 
shielded than a first generation Scud Mobile 
launcher.

Jackal Lightweight, fast and heavily armed, the 
Jackal symbolizes the very essence of the 
Hit and Run very popular GLA strategy. 
Designed for attacking in packs, it is 
formidable for terrestrial but also aerial 
targets.

MLRS This Mobile Multi Launch Rocket System is a 
masterpiece in General Badruddin’s arsenal. 
It is inexpensive and easy to deploy on the 
front and can be improved with parts taken 
from enemy units.

Taipan Equipped with two search-head missiles, the 
Taipan is the most formidable anti-aircraft 
vehicle of the GLA.

Scout This new generation of Mobile Radars is 
fast and can be built in a very short time. It 
is equipped with scanners with a very wide 
radius.

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Crate Para-
drop

This new special power allows parachuting 
crates filled with enemy pieces harvested 
elsewhere on the battlefield. These crates 
improve the arming of the units, their rank 
and enable them to raise funds.
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Army Modifications
• The Marauder, the Quad, the Taipan and the Scorpion Tank are initially 

equipped with the crate improvements. 
• Upgrades Piercing Balls, Piercing Projectile, Buggy Rack, Missile Launcher, 

Repair Hardware, Scanner and Reinforced Shoes are initially acquired. 
• Special Power Emergency Repair is initially available. 
• Combat bikes are initially equipped with Rocket Launcher. 
• The explosive traps are now built in packs of five. 
• The Saboteur steals $ 1,500 instead of $ 1,000 from enemy supply depots. 
• Buggies are equipped with ground-to-air missiles
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Doctor Thrax
Toxin General GLA

The location of the most sought-after man 
on the planet remains a mystery to the 
world. 

This immunologist has become a master in 
genetic manipulation and manufacture of 
biological weapons. 

His latest invention, the Delta-Anthrax, is 
considered by the CDC as a threat to the 
survival of the entire human species. 

It is hard to imagine that such a Cartesian 
and paranoid man has not conceived 
an antidote to protect him from this 
formidable weapon. 

If the Americans came to get their hands on this miracle drug, they would 
have no reason to delay the war.

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Quad Stin-
ger Site

Stinger Site equipped with a Quad Type gun 
effective against aviation and infantry

AntiTank 
Stinger Site

Stinger Site equipped with an Anti-tank gun

Artillery 
Stinger Site

Site Stinger equipped with an artillery 
cannon

Units
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Icon Name Description

Cobra Tank This tank perfectly adapted to the lightning 
attacks symbolizes the pride of the GLA. 
The Cobra is as fast as a Scorpion Chariot, 
as resistant as an Overlord Tank and more 
sneaky than a buggy. In addition to its 
double barrel, it is equipped with a rocket 
batteries long range.

Toxin Scud 
Mobile 
Launcher

This new version of the Scud Mobile 
Launcher, three times stronger than the old 
one, is equipped with two Scud missiles that 
drown enemy concentrations in a cloud of 
Toxins.

Toxin 
Scorpion

Faster and better armed, this toxic variant of 
Char Scorpion is ideal for light attacks

Toxin Jeep This Jeep is equipped with toxic poison 
Gamma Anthrax

Toxin 
Marauder

This new generation of Marauders tanks is 
equipped with two guns, four missiles and a 
bacteriological poison diffuser.

Taipan Equipped with two search-head missiles, the 
Taipan is the most formidable anti-aircraft 
vehicle of the GLA.

Jackal Lightweight, fast and heavily armed, the 
Jackal symbolizes the very essence of the 
Hit and Run very popular GLA strategy. 
Designed for attacking in packs, it is 
formidable for terrestrial but also aerial 
targets.

Scout This new generation of Mobile Radars is 
fast and can be built in a very short time. It 
is equipped with scanners with a very wide 
radius.

Special Powers
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Icon Name Description

Delta 
Anthrax

This new Special Power allows you to drop 
a Delta Anthrax bomb anywhere on the 
map. The Level 5 Bacteriological Agent 
instantaneously kills all soldiers and drivers 
of vehicles that can then be requisitioned by 
GLA rebels in ambush.

Gamma 
Anhtrax 
Bomb

This new version of the Anthrax Bomb is 
twice as powerful as the old generation and 
available from the 3rd level

Crate Para-
drop

This new special power allows parachuting 
crates filled with enemy pieces harvested 
elsewhere on the battlefield. These crates 
improve the arming of the units, their rank 
and enable them to raise funds.

Army Modifications
• Upgrades Gamma Anthrax and Bacteriological Bomb for explosive trucks are 

initially acquired. 
• Special Power Emergency Repair is initially available. 
• Combat bikes are initially equipped with Rocket Launcher. 
• The explosive traps are now built in packs of five. 
• Buggies are equipped with ground-to-air missiles.
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General Rodall «Demo» Juhziz
Demolition General GLA

Thanks to the funds he regularly receives 
from the «organization», General Juhziz 
has finally bought out an airline that owns 
a fleet of dozens of commercial airliners. 

No one suspected at the time that these 
aircraft would eventually be stuffed 
with explosives and used by the GLA to 
perpetrate more devastating attacks than 
the others. 

In 2030 he organized a concerted attack 
against the European Central Bank and on 
the headquarters of the European Union 
and NATO. 

The Europeans, who detected the attack in time, were able to evacuate the 
target areas and there were no civilian casualties.

Nevertheless, the giant craters caused by its attack are still haunting the 
minds of people all over the globe.

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Quad Stin-
ger Site

Stinger Site equipped with a Quad Type gun 
effective against aviation and infantry

AntiTank 
Stinger Site

Stinger Site equipped with an Anti-tank gun

Artillery 
Stinger Site

Site Stinger equipped with an artillery 
cannon

Units
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Icon Name Description

Nuclear 
Bomb Truck

This nuclear truck is equipped with a nuclear 
charge, capable of destroying anything

Demolition 
Quad

This suicidal quad contains more explosives 
than the motorcycle

Demolition 
Jeep

Demolition Jeep

Leviathan This new generation of mobile scuds 
launchers is fearsome

Taipan Equipped with two search-head missiles, the 
Taipan is the most formidable anti-aircraft 
vehicle of the GLA.

Jackal Lightweight, fast and heavily armed, the 
Jackal symbolizes the very essence of the 
Hit and Run very popular GLA strategy. 
Designed for attacking in packs, it is 
formidable for terrestrial but also aerial 
targets.

Scout This new generation of Mobile Radars is 
fast and can be built in a very short time. It 
is equipped with scanners with a very wide 
radius.

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Suicide 
Plane

This new Special Power allows to direct an 
Airplane Suicide packed with explosives 
allowing to scratch from the map a whole 
base.

Terrorist 
Paradrop

This new Special Power allows parachuting 
Terrorists anywhere on the map
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Crate Para-
drop

This new special power allows parachuting 
crates filled with enemy pieces harvested 
elsewhere on the battlefield. These crates 
improve the arming of the units, their rank 
and enable them to raise funds.

Army Modifications
• Upgrades Bomb C404 for the Explosive Trucks and Demolition are initially 

acquired. 
• The explosive Truck is cheaper, faster, is built twice as fast and no longer 

requires Palace. 
• Damage to Jarmen Kell’s explosive charges is multiplied by 3
• The explosive traps are now constructed in packs of five. 
• Buggies are equipped with ground-to-air missiles. 
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Prince Kassad
Stealth General GLA

Jarmen Kell, whom the Americans believed 
to have shot down during the Battle of 
Baikonur, turned out to be a look-alike 
among many others. 

The real Jarmen Kell would only be a 
myth that emerged during the American 
occupation of Iraq. 

Prince Kassad has an army of spies, snipers, 
pirates, saboteurs and assassins willing to 
sacrifice themselves to serve his cause. 

This follower of the techniques of stealth 
would have bought on the black market 
new jammers GPS sufficiently light to 

equip its vehicles.

Buildings
Icon Name Description

Site Sniper Ce Site Stinger est fourni avec 1 tireur d’élite 
capables de tuer les Pilots à l’intérieur de 
leurs véhicules.

Quad Stin-
ger Site

Stinger Site equipped with a Quad Type gun 
effective against aviation and infantry

AntiTank 
Stinger Site

Stinger Site equipped with an Anti-tank gun

Artillery 
Stinger Site

Site Stinger equipped with an artillery 
cannon
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Units
Icon Name Description

Stealth 
Black 
Widow

Prince Kassad installs a built-in GPS jammer 
on his Black Widows. Equipped with 3 
Scuds missiles with long range and highly 
explosive, they are faster and 3 times better 
shielded than the first generation Scud 
Mobile Launchers.

Jackal Lightweight, fast and heavily armed, the 
Jackal symbolizes the very essence of the 
Hit and Run very popular GLA strategy. 
Designed for attacking in packs, it is 
formidable for terrestrial but also aerial 
targets.

Taipan Equipped with two search-head missiles, the 
Taipan is the most formidable anti-aircraft 
vehicle of the GLA.

Scout This new generation of Mobile Radars is 
fast and can be built in a very short time. It 
is equipped with scanners with a very wide 
radius.

Special Powers
Icon Name Description

Stealth 
Ambush

This new General Power allows Prince 
Kassad to launch a furtive ambush anywhere 
on the map, consisting of Jarmen Kell plus 7 
Saboteurs.

Crate Para-
drop

This new special power allows parachuting 
crates filled with enemy pieces harvested 
elsewhere on the battlefield. These crates 
improve the arming of the units, their rank 
and enable them to raise funds.

Army Modifications
• It is now possible to train 5 look-alikes of Jarmen Kell, which cost less and 

which are 4 times faster to train.
• The Pirate is twice as fast and cheaper. 
• The Explosive Truck is stealthy. 
• The Saboteur is initially equipped with a motorcycle. 
• The Saboteur steals $ 1,500 instead of $ 1,000 from enemy supply depots. 
• The explosive traps are now built in packs of five. 
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• Buggies are equipped with ground-to-air missiles. Les buggys sont équipés 
de missiles sol-air
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